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COVID-19 evidence associated with transmission and potential risks associated 

with religious activities and places of worship.  

  

  

Introduction  

  

Wales is home to many different faiths/religions and denominations. It has been 

recognised that places of worship and religious activities in Wales are varied, all with 

differing practices and norms and take place in different environmental designs and 

settings. Whilst acknowledging there are other risks and harms such as wellbeing etc. to 

any restrictions etc. this paper serves to solely identify environmental risks in religious 

activities and the places of worship.   

  

As ceremonies and practices of each religion differs, this document will not delve into the 

detail of each individual religion and denomination but will instead review generic risks 

applicable across practices. It should be noted that some places of worship operate 

commercial activities (e.g. coffee shops, renting out of facilities etc). Those activities are 

covered by advice and evidence relating to other sectors, and are not covered in this 

document.  

  

Most transmission between individuals is likely to be underpinned by the generation of 

respiratory particles in the form of both droplets and aerosols which contain virus. Once 

droplets have been emitted by an individual, the virus they contain can be transmitted to 

others via a number of routes. This includes:  

  

● Direct contact transmission1,2  

○ Person to person  

○ Droplet with direct deposition  

  

● Indirect contact transmission 1,2  

○ Contaminated fomite (e.g. surfaces)  

○ Aerosol  

  

Individuals also shed virus up to 48 hours prior to the onset of symptoms, meaning that 

focusing on symptoms as a basis for preventing infection is not sufficient to prevent 

transmission even if everyone follows self-isolation rules. Significant transmission can 

therefore take place while patients are pre-symptomatic 3,4. There is also increasing 

evidence that a proportion of cases (estimates range between 20 and 70%) could be 

asymptomatic or pauci-symptomatic 5,6.   

https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/6z019+4ef32
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/6z019+4ef32
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/6z019+4ef32
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/6z019+4ef32
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/j4G3y+6HH8N
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/j4G3y+6HH8N
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/DFszB+AAcJM
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/DFszB+AAcJM
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Activities that bring people together and by their nature involve increased respiratory 

particle generation are higher risk for enabling superspreading events. Additional 

environmental parameters (e.g. ventilation, temperature, humidity) may further enhance 

transmission in certain situations.  Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 is strongly associated with 

proximity and duration of contact in indoor environments (high confidence) and the risk increases 

with duration of contact (SAGE-EMG, 2021). SARS-CoV-2 transmission is underpinned by 

superspreading events - in that a minority of cases are responsible for most transmission 

within the population.   

  

Areas of potential risk  

  

Risks are interconnected; super spreading is enabled by human behaviours combined 

with environmental factors. This means that any strategy to mitigate risk must look at how 

risks may interact and how mitigations are intended to function. This may be difficult to do 

in an experimental setting, and so may require careful consideration and interpretation of 

the evidence and biological characteristics of the pathogen. Ultimately the safest way to 

prevent transmission is to prevent mixing between individuals. Measures that are 

undertaken should therefore seek to minimise activities/contacts which increase the 

likelihood of an infected individual transmitting virus to non-infected individuals.   

  

We identify two key areas of risk relating to environmental factors and human factors, 

which are evident from the literature in contributing to transmission risk, with these key 

risk areas having a number of elements that carry some form of risk;  

  

1. From buildings  

● Ventilation, temperature and humidity  

● Surfaces  

● Social distancing/building layouts  

  

2. From activities/human behaviour  

● Religious activities  

● Interactions between members of a community  

● Singing/chanting  

● Musical instruments  

  

Each location/community is different so there must be an onus on local religious 

communities to undertake appropriate risk assessments and identify what is relevant to 

them in their practice. This list is also not exhaustive, and so additional activities and 

environmental risks may exist which are not summarised here. Local religious 

communities should be able to identify risks based on their own practices.  
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Current advice - Existing mitigations and evidence  

  

Key to preventing infection is closing off potential routes for the virus to transmit between 

individuals. Many different activities - many of which may seem innocuous - can transmit 

the virus10. Early UK government advice focused on hand hygiene and physical and social 

distancing, with the addition of face coverings to advice as the scientific evidence base 

has developed to support this advice.  These existing mitigations and advice are and 

remain highly relevant for places of worship and should form the starting point of 

mitigation measures for religious activities.   

  

Specifically:  

  

1. Hand hygiene is recommended due to the potential for viral survival on surfaces, 

which has been estimated to be hours to days, depending on the environment and 

material1,11,12. The survival of SARS-CoV-2 on surfaces also underpins advice around 

cleaning. Specific risk advice should be used for faith based activities such as 

administration of communion, washing ceremonies after death,  or other ceremonies 

that may involve direct contact.  

  

2. Physical distancing focuses on reducing the probability of a ‘contact’ with an infected 

person resulting in a transmission. There is a wide body of evidence that points to 

social distancing of 2 m as producing a reduction in the probability of transmission 13. 

It is important to note that droplet spread depends on the violence of the respiratory 

event. Coughing and sneezing will spread droplets explosively - but droplets can also 

be generated and be spread when speaking. Increasing volume (of 

talking/speaking/singing) evidence points towards increased droplet generation14, an 

observation that is of particular relevance to religious practice. The effectiveness of 

physical distancing is likely to be highly dependent upon environmental factors.   

  

3. Face coverings and face masks. Wearing masks is principally to reduce risks to 

others, rather than to protect oneself. Secondly, as the principal routes of infection is 

via droplets that are inhaled or from transfer of virus from environmental surfaces to 

an individual's mouth or eyes, masks provide a physical barrier that may reduce 

transmission. Evidence points towards the fact that both face masks and face 

coverings can reduce transmission of COVID-19 13.   

4. Effective cleaning of high contact touch points will help reduce the risk of direct 

transmission.   

  

5. Promote advice that anyone with symptoms avoids communal attendance, seeks 

testing and engages with appropriate household isolation and contact tracing  
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In relation to the new B.1.1.7 Kent variant, previously identified personal, procedural, 

engineering and societal mitigations to reduce transmission of SARS-CoV-2 virus all 

continue to apply to the new variant, but are likely to require a step change in rigour of 

application given that the new variant is likely to represent a significantly increased 

transmission risk (high confidence).  

  

Areas of potential risk - Buildings  

  
Whilst not exclusive, most acts of worship take place indoors inside a place of worship. The 

transmission risks of SARS-CoV-2 are considerably higher indoors compared to outdoors (18.7 × 

higher, 95% confidence interval: 6.0-57.9; Bulfone et al. 2020).   

  

Ventilation, temperature and humidity  

  

Environmental conditions affect the spread, size and settling of respiratory particles. This 

is an area that has been studied particularly in Influenza, and is particularly relevant to 

places of worship.   

  

Specifically, there is evidence relating to viral transmission being affected by:  

  

● Ventilation (identified as being important to reduce transmission in a number of 

environments  7-8)  

● Temperature (identified as contributing to transmission potential and 

environmental survival 9–11)  

● Humidity (droplet dispersal, environment survival and transmission 12–14,15)  

These observations are all directly relevant to places of worship. In addition, the layout of 

places of worship, and the condition of buildings may also be relevant - as features such 

as poor heating or low relative humidity within the buildings could create a situation similar 

to that observed in other environments such as meat processing plants which may serve 

to improve the dispersion and transmissibility of the virus.   

  

Surfaces  

  

The contamination of surfaces and surface survival of SARS-CoV-2 16 17 is relevant 

particularly in the case of places of worship. Cleaning and decontamination is critical to 

ensure that virus does not survive on surfaces. In the case of places of worship that are 

open a small number of times per week, it may be advisable to use knowledge of the 

survival of SARS-CoV-2 to plan cleaning to reduce the risk to staff/volunteers from 

https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/bLyle
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/bLyle
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/bLyle
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/bLyle
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/r9wcs+rPi1x+WM1eO
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/r9wcs+rPi1x+WM1eO
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/r9wcs+rPi1x+WM1eO
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/r9wcs+rPi1x+WM1eO
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/GfMAU+OuYGo+qnrRU
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/GfMAU+OuYGo+qnrRU
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/GfMAU+OuYGo+qnrRU
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/GfMAU+OuYGo+qnrRU
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/nkuo2
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/nkuo2
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/uR9v
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/uR9v
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/YQfs
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/YQfs
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surfaces contaminated with SARS-CoV-2. Effective mitigations would include plans to 

avoid shared surfaces (such as books or sheets) by means such as use of own or 

projected electronic media for orders of service etc.  

  

Design of the building  

  

Specific information relating to the design of places of worship is not available with respect 

to the impact that this may have on transmission. Places of worship can vary significantly 

in design, and this design may affect the temperature, humidity and circulation/mixing in 

the place of worship. The design may also impact the potential for social distancing (e.g. 

the use of fixed vs movable seating), and may also affect turbulence/mixing in the air (high 

vs low ceilings). Some places of worship may have ineffective heating, or they may make 

use of recirculation which is not filtered. Building design will affect the ability to maintain 

a one way system for entry and exit.  

  

Areas of potential risk - Activities  

  

Acts of worship, activities and practices  

  

There are a general set of activities associated with religious practice that may pose a 

risk to worshippers. Religious practice involving water (e.g. washing of hands in 

communal vessels) or the sharing of food, drink (e.g. drinking from a shared cup) and 

other items (such as books, collections, religious symbols, seating) carry immediate and 

obvious risks as they provide a direct route for infection between individuals 57,58.   

  

As part of religious ceremonies and acts of worship, people may mix more closely and 

there is the potential that there is a lack/lapse in social distancing - which has been 

implicated as a key factor in a number of outbreaks (identified as a factor in 18,19,20,59,60,61). 

For most religions, religious practice is based around a sense of community, with 

worshippers having friendship networks within the religious grouping where they are 

located. Behaviour such as greeting each other at the door or close contact (hugs, 

shaking hands) are, in normal times, usual practice. In all of these cases, these 

behaviours pose a higher risk for transmission. In addition, many faiths and belief groups 

lead to greater social cohesion which may indirectly facilitate closer social contact and 

thus risk of transmission 61.   

  

There are also risks associated with activities surrounding acts of worship or ceremonies 

such as visiting the toilets (https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-

2transmission-risk-public-toilets), travel to and from the venue/area (sharing cars, public 

transport), and congregating outside the venue.   

  

https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/W6jVb
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/W6jVb
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/CWPeK+Qk6qQ
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
https://gov.wales/technical-advisory-group-sars-cov-2-transmission-risk-public-toilets
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Lastly, many religious ceremonies or practices are multi-generational, and places of 

worship are likely to bring together a wide range of age groups. This intergenerational 

mixing provides a potential route for infection and secondary attacks which may not be 

present through most other activities that would normally be undertaken outside of a 

family grouping.   

  

Evidence for risks related to COVID-19 in relation to singing  

   

SARS-CoV-2 is increasingly being shown to spread predominantly by so-called  

‘superspreading events’ 21,22. This is consistent with the behaviour of other coronaviruses 
23,24, and on a practical level points towards the fact that certain activities and behaviours 

carry a higher risk, as they may provide an opportunity for a large amount of transmission 

to take place within a group of individuals, in a single place. It is important that as part of 

control measures, the potential of certain activities to enable superspreading events is 

understood, in order to support effective prevention 25. Over the course of the SARS-

CoV2 pandemic so far, superspreading events have been linked to a variety of 

environments or events – from weddings to workplaces.  

   

In one such database of reported superspreading events 26, 239 of 1665 the entries mark 

the event as being related to ‘vocalisation’ encompassing an estimated 49,000 cases. Of 

these, 15 events were associated with Choir practices or recitals, two were associated 

with concerts and an additional 31 were associated with other religious activities.  This 

would suggest that singing and other forms of vocalisation louder than talking may carry 

an increased risk, however, this data is not systematically collected and the environmental 

factors that enhance viral transmission are multifaceted. It is also important to understand 

that while there may be evidence of an event/place being associated with a 

superspreading event, this is a correlation, and does not prove causation. Moreover, by 

their nature analyses and investigations of superspreading events are retrospective.   

   

Singing  

A study of influenza suggests that vocalization might be critical for creation of infection 

breath particles (J. Ma et al.,2020). Whilst increased vocalisation increases the spread 

and speed of viral particles. While there is uncertainty around the absolute risk of 

superspreading events associated with activities involving singing, the scientific literature 

includes several reported outbreaks have been associated with choirs 27,28 and live events 
18,19,20. However these data do not include the very large exposure to such events for 

comparison, and most predate the use of precautions such as social distancing and 

avoiding shared surfaces. Recent experimental work to visualise aerosol and droplet 

generation during singing also indicates that loudness and direction and velocity of 

aerosol could pose a risk to those in a choir, especially where there is inadequate 

ventilation 29,30.  

https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/WXBTa
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/WXBTa
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/Mp1pC
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/Mp1pC
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/aOpAS+pPNtZ
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/aOpAS+pPNtZ
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/LpNKy
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/LpNKy
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/QlmLf
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/QlmLf
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/QZJj8+nyxdt
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/QZJj8+nyxdt
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/W6jVb
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/W6jVb
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/CWPeK+Qk6qQ
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/bNYgF+APsVr
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/bNYgF+APsVr
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While the specific work to understand the basis of superspreading in SARS-CoV-2 is 

evolving, there has been significant work to systematically examine factors/behaviours 

that could increase transmission risk. Based on current scientific evidence we have very 

high confidence that:  

  

● Infectious particles are present in exhaled breath, and these can vary greatly in 

size and thus travel different distances 31,32  

● Activities involving speaking, singing or exhaling breath forcibly result in greater 

aerosol or droplet generation 33,34  

● The louder/more sustained the activity, the more aerosol or droplets are generated  
33,35  

● The amount of virus emitted by an individual varies, depending on a number of  

factors.  36,35  

● Some individuals can be super-emitters 36  

  

In essence, there is strong evidence that vocalisation (speaking, singing or chanting) by 

an infected individual will result in the projection of droplets containing virus into the 

environment. What happens once they get there – and the relative risk to others – will 

depend on a number of environmental factors.  

   

Other related factors that have been identified as affecting risk of transmission include;  

   

● Duration of performance (longer duration equals higher risk)37  

● Number of singers (more singers potentially equates to higher risk) 37   

● Audience behaviour (e.g. singing along by the audience)37  

● Audience density (early outbreaks in music venues were partly linked to the density 

of the audiences20, and this potential risk is obvious based on what is understood 

from social distancing elsewhere in society 38)  

● Use of masks/visors/physical barriers (may reduce spread although while there is 

evidence around masks and visors 38,39,40, physical barriers are much less well 

studied). It is also important to emphasise that visors alone are not recommended, 

as while they may provide protection to the wearer, they do not protect others 40.   

In relation to singing of hymns, other religious songs, and prayers etc., all of which form 

part of religious ceremonies and activities, the evidence suggests there is increased risk 

of transmission.   

  

Evidence for COVID-19 in relation to musical instrument playing  

   

https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/KgUrL+IS1Wh
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/KgUrL+IS1Wh
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/KgUrL+IS1Wh
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/BULDp+XBf2C
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/BULDp+XBf2C
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/C6oQu+BULDp
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/C6oQu+BULDp
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/gU3si
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/gU3si
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/C6oQu
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/C6oQu
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/gU3si
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/gU3si
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/gU3si
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/DaFPW
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/DaFPW
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/DaFPW
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/DaFPW
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/DaFPW
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/DaFPW
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/Qk6qQ
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/Qk6qQ
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/qrbnb
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/qrbnb
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/qrbnb+mq5B6
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/qrbnb+mq5B6
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/3kdY8
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/3kdY8
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/3kdY8
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/3kdY8
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In August 2020, the SAGE Singing and Wind Instrument Group examined the current 

evidence relating to aerosol and droplet generation from singing, wind instruments and 

performance activities 30,41.  The Group commissioned two research trials (PERFORM 

and SOBADRA).  Regarding the risk from droplets, these studies demonstrate that social 

distancing is the most important mitigation measure as droplet deposition generally does 

not extend beyond 2 metres, which is consistent with a more recent German study30. For 

aerosols, the Group recommended that social distancing and ventilation are important 

mitigation measures due to the potential aerosol transmission risk beyond 2 metres. Other 

work examining aerosol generation from wind instruments, and indicates that the 

concentration of aerosols generated by wind instruments can vary over 2 orders of 

magnitude, with the size of aerosols/droplets being generated also varying. This evidence 

suggests that mitigation measures may need to vary based upon the instrument(s) being 

utilised 42.   

  

Other risks relevant to religious activity  

  

Age structure / age risk  

  

In October 2020, data although caveated and based on Welsh Government analysis of 

Annual Population Survey datasets provided by the Office for National Statistics in Table 

1 showed 47.9% were Christian, 1.8% identified as Muslim, and 2.7% identified as having 

‘other’ religions. 29.6% of those in the Christian faith were over 65%, 24.2% from other 

religions were over 65 whilst no data was present for those over 65 in the Muslim faith.   

  

  
   Table 1: https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Equality-and-Diversity/Religion/religion-by-age  

  

Relevant evidence from other pathogens  

   

As has been evidenced by a number of outbreaks this year, certain environmental factors 

(low temperature, low humidity, noisy environments) appear to make transmission more  

likely 26,43,44.   

https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/APsVr+CywJk
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/APsVr+CywJk
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/APsVr
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/APsVr
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/KC5J7
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/KC5J7
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/QlmLf+wynzt
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/QlmLf+wynzt
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/3pBbG
https://paperpile.com/c/xV42xT/3pBbG
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While the evidence base around COVID-19 is still developing, the role of the environment 

is heavily researched and better understood for other respiratory pathogens. This is well 

understood in other organisms such as Influenza 15,38,45, but may pose challenges when 

considering the risk of transmission of SARS-CoV-2 as assessed in laboratory settings. 

In addition to work on Influenza, and although it is not a viral pathogen, TB may provide 

some further insight into potential risks for transmission in closed environments. A number 

of significant TB outbreaks have been linked to singing 46,47,48, and the importance of 

ventilation in reducing the chances of TB transmission have been recognised for some 

time, with numerous studies demonstrating the importance of ventilation to reduce  

transmission (e.g. 48,49-50,51).  
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